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Create, Shape & Communicate

Veterinary Whiteboard Solutions



Veterinary Custom Printed Whiteboards

Founded in 1966, 
Magiboards is a 
proven manufacturer 
of whiteboards, custom 
printed whiteboards and 
industrial stands. 

Now manufactured 
in Broomall, PA to the 
exacting standards in 
place in the UK
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Veterinary whiteboards help keep 

your practice on track. Veterinary 

of ces have very similar needs for 

animals as a doctor’s of ce or hospital 

has for people. The big difference is 

that the patients in veterinary of ces 

are not able to verbally communicate 

information or needs to the doctor. 

Because of the communication barrier, 

animals often need more attention, 

care, scheduling, and training than 

people.

It is imperative that the veterinary 

doctors and the staff need to be able 

to communicate more closely with 

each other. Ef ciency avoids mistakes, 

therefore giving the best possible care.  

Our well-designed custom printed dry 

erase boards let your staff, 

speci cally, see and control details 

about each patient.

A custom printed veterinary whiteboard 

will help organize and prioritize pet 

examinations, surgeries, and schedules.  

We know that each veterinary of ce has 

different needs and, concurrently, need 

to track different information.  Each 

board is speci cally designed for you.

Contact us to talk about which 

whiteboard size and graphics would 

work best for you. Our custom printed 

veterinary whiteboards can be magnetic 

or non-magnetic. We can add logos, 

watermarks, and pictures therefore 

making it your own design. Our design 

team works with you to develop a 

custom printed whiteboard that captures 

your special information to echoes your 

branding.



Wall Mount / Glassboards

For
Products,
See
Page 17
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Custom Printed Dye Sublimation Whiteboard
Our Dye-Sublimation printing process embeds the image into the whiteboards 
surface for a permanent image. This process creates a high-quality surface which can 
stand-up to constant use and cleaning. There is no chipping or fading. 

WHITEBOARD FEATURES

 Custom printed boards are an ideal way to track information visually.

 Visually superior: Bright, glossy, clean appearance. Contrast of board makes it better choice 
for presentations, etc. Graphics pop off the board!

 Extremely versatile: Magnetic surface operates as a bulletin board area for additional visual 
communication. Accepts magnetic accessories.

 Anodized Aluminum Trim: Gives the board a sleek, clean, finished look.

 Includes: Mounting brackets, hardware, and easy-to-read instructions provided.

 Virtually unlimited sizes available!

GLASSBOARD FEATURES

Lightweight inserts that are easy to install.

Plain white insert included. Printed inserts available.

Re-branding or re-purposing of a room is no problem 
for this product. Easily replace the insert.  

Low-cost solutions.

Purchase newly updated graphics without having to 
replace the entire board.

Can be mounted Landscape or Portrait

Available in sizes: 18" x 24", 24" x 36", 36” x 48”

Custom sizes available

Changeable Glassboards
Because they are durable yet elegant, our changeable dry erase glass boards will elevate your space to a new level of 
refinement and accuracy. Ghosting or staining becomes a thing of the past with these glass boards. The ease of erasing 
on the glass is a huge benefit. The mounting hardware allows for the glass board to stand off the wall using 4 simple 
mounting anchors. The sleek modern appearance with a frameless edge will complete your room with an air of unmis-
takable style. 



Tack Boards
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Does your board look like this?

Do you want it to look like this?

FABRIC BOARD FEATURES

 Choose from 6 colors: Mid-grey, Red, Mid blue, Dark green, Yellow & Camel.

 Standard Sizes: 24x18 | 36x24 | 48x24 | 48x36 | 48x48 | 60x48 | 72x48 | 96x48

 Fabric pin boards Usable with push pins & Velcro® accessories

 Fabric felt Tack board surface

 Smudge-free anodized aluminum frame

 2-year surface guarantee

 Custom size notice boards available

 Can be displayed landscape or portrait

 Excellent quality display board manufactured in the USA

Tack Fabric boards are available in 6 popular colors. Our 
fabric pin boards are fantastic for pins and Velcro® accesso-
ries and comes with a 2-year surface guarantee. All Magi-
boards fabrics are tested to BS1006 for color fastness and 
light fastness and to BS476 Part 7 for flame retardancy.



Kennel / Stable Whiteboards
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Patients in veterinary of ces are not able 

to verbally communicate information or 

needs to the doctor. Because of the 

communication barrier, animals often 

need more attention, care, scheduling, and 

training than people.

Patient Boards

Kennel and Stables need a way to keep organized 

to prepare for the day and the day after. Perfectly 

designed whiteboards can track your work load 

and keep important daily and weekly reminders 

at the forfront.



Whiteboard Accessories
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Dry Erase Whiteboard Marker Pens

Whiteboard Pen & Accessory Holders

Magnetic Dry Erase Labels

A pack of 4, disposable dry erase 
marker pens available with a 
bullet tip in a range of colors.
Assorted pack includes:
Blue, Green, Red, & Black

These magnetic labels attach 
to any magnetic surface. The 
front can be used with a dry 
erase whiteboard marker 
pen and is easy to clean. 
Ideal for attendance boards,
photo boards and name
tags.
Size: 5.5” x 1”
Pack of 10

Marker Pen Tray Holder with 
Space for Four Pens
4 Space pen holder to suit Magiboards 
dry erase marker pens.
*Markers pens not included
Size: 3” x 4” x 2”

Whiteboard Pen and 
Accessory Holder Maxi
3 Separate sections where you can 
neatly store your pens, magnets and 
other accessories. Magnetic attach-
ment  for attaching to a magnetic
whiteboard. 
Size: 11.8” x 4” x 2.7”

Whiteboard Pen and 
Accessory Holder Midi
Magnetic attachment for attaching 
to a magnetic whiteboard. Will fit 
10 x Magiboards whiteboard 
marker pens.
Size: 4” x 4.7” x 2”

Whiteboard Starter Kit

Included
• 3 x Microfiber cloths
• 1 x Pen tray holder (4 Space)
• 4 x Disposable dry erase marker pens
• 5 x Multi colored memo magnets
• 1 x 9 fl oz MagiClean cleaning fluid
• 1 x Magnetic whiteboard eraser
• 1 x Pack of 10 eraser refills

Magnetic Accessory Trays attach to any surface 
that accepts magnets for instant and 
convenient marker and eraser storage.
Measures 12″ wide. For standard magnetic 
whiteboards only. Wall Mounted options 
available too.

Magnetic 12” Slim Aluminum Tray
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Magnetic Flipchart Attachment

Our flip chart has flexible paper suspension points 
which allow you to use any size flip chart pads. The 
flip chart will attach to any magnetic surface.
Size: 27.56”

Letter

Magnetic document holder windows are great for keeping papers in place and preventing unwanted tampering, as well 
as give a professional look to your whiteboard. There are magnetic strips on the back of three of the borders which 
allows for the paper holder to stick to any magnetic surface and also means that putting in the sheets and taking them 
out is a very simple operation. 

Solo Magnetic Document Holder Window Frame

Whiteboard Accessories

Tabloid

Document Holders are available in 
two sizes:
Letter & Tabloid 
And Three colors: Black, Blue & Red

Duo Velcro® Letter and Tabloid Paper Holders with a see through 
front is a new and innovative product. They add a professional look 
to any tack board which accepts Velcro® accessories. Great to display 
on our Tack Boards.
Document Holders are available in two sizes:
Letter & Tabloid 
And Three colors: Black, Blue & Red

Duo Velcro® Document Holders
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Unit F, Stafford Park 12,
Telford, Shropshire,
TF3 3BJ

Email: sales@magiboards.com
Tel: 01952 292111
Web: magiboards.com

Magiboards Ltd

We’re Social!

UK Office

1101 Sussex Blvd,
Suite #5, Broomall,

PA 19008

Email: sales@magiboardsusa.com
Tel: (888) 393-7795

Web: magiboardsusa.com

We’re Social Too!

USA Office
Magiboards USA Inc

Contact Us

UK Website


